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ABSTRACT

We demonstrate the efficient generation of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) light from laser-produced plasma (LPP) driven by 2 lm wavelength
laser light as an alternative for 10 lm CO2 gas LPP currently employed in EUV lithography machines for high-volume manufacturing of
semiconductor devices. High conversion efficiencies of laser light into “in-band” EUV photons up to 5.0% are achieved by homogeneously
heating the plasma that is laser-generated from preshaped tin microdroplet targets. Scaling the laser pulse duration, spot size, and intensity
yields a high in-band EUV energy output of up to 12.5 mJ. The EUV emission source size is studied under a similar parameter range and is
shown to match typical etendues of EUV optic columns. Our findings make 2 lm LPP a particularly promising candidate to power future
EUV nanolithography.

VC 2023 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0174149

Today’s most advanced nanolithographic machines utilize
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) light to “print” ever smaller features on
chips.1,2 EUV light is generated by laser-produced tin plasma sources
driven by 10.6lm wavelength CO2 gas lasers.

3,4 Laser light impacting
tin microdroplets generates plasmas that contain highly excited, multi-
ply charged ions that emit EUV light primarily in the 2% “in-band”
region around 13.5 nm.5–8 The generated EUV light can be collected
using concave multilayer reflective optics enabling the lithographic
process.7 The performance of laser-produced plasmas (LPP) is assessed
in multiple ways, primarily by the conversion efficiency (CE) of laser
light into in-band light emitted in the 2p hemisphere facing the laser.
Current nanolithographic machines using CO2 lasers have a CE of
approximately 5%–6%, emitting several 10 mJ of in-band radiation per
pulse.4,9 In addition to CE, the size of the emitting area is important to
assess the overall efficiency of the LPP. Ideally, this source size is
matched to the etendue of the optics, with typical values ranging
1–3.3mm2 sr depending on specifics of the lithography apparatus.10,11

Plasmas generated by 10lm lasers require complex tin target
preparation and shaping to achieve high CE.9,11–14 Combined with the

low wall-plug efficiencies of 10lm gas lasers, this has motivated
research into plasmas driven by shorter wavelength, highly efficient
solid-state lasers to strongly accelerate in recent years.15–21 Radiation-
hydrodynamic simulations have shown promise of high CE plasma
sources driven by 2–5lm lasers13 without the need for complex target
shaping. Given the maturity of 1.064lm solid-state laser technology,
and the strong progress in 1.88lm laser development,20,21 studies have
focused on tin plasmas generated by 1- and 2lm laser light.15,19,22–24

Relatively low CEs have been recorded for 1lm plasmas due to
re-absorption losses in dense plasma media,16,18 given the relation
n � k�2 between drive laser wavelength k and n, the critical plasma
density.3 Consistently, twofold higher CEs have been found using 2lm
laser light, under otherwise comparable conditions.16–18 However, the
experiments using focused 2lm light did not yield CE values competi-
tive with the CO2 state-of-the-art, with maximum CEs being limited to
approximately 3%—and no information on 2lm laser-driven source
size is currently available. It was hypothesized17,25,26 that CE values could
increase significantly if the plasma is heated homogeneously, i.e., in a
manner that is constant spatially and temporally to generate a uniform
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(optimum) temperature plasma. However, no direct experimental evi-
dence for the 2lm case is yet available.

In this work, we present the high-efficiency operation of 2lm
laser-produced plasmas, achieving up to CE¼ 5% using a simple two-
pulse scheme. We demonstrate that the optimization of the laser’s tem-
poral and spatial profiles, as enabled by our recent laser development,27

allows for future, high-performance EUV sources powered by 2lm
laser technology. Scaling to high (up to 12.5 mJ) EUV pulse energies is
demonstrated while maintaining a small emission size.

In our experiments, tin microdroplets are generated by streaming
liquid tin through a nozzle within a vacuum chamber held at 10–6

mbar. A low energy 1lm wavelength “pre-pulse” laser preshapes the
tin droplet into a flat target.3,17,28 A second, high energy 2lm “main-
pulse” laser is later fired onto the tin target, generating an EUV emit-
ting plasma.17,27 We control the target diameter (ØT) impacted by
the main-pulse by varying the delay time between pre-pulse and
main-pulse, allowing for larger targets at longer delays. A schematic of
the setup is shown in Fig. 1(a). The 2lm main-pulse used in this
work is an in-house-built master oscillator power amplifier system

(10Hz repetition rate) as described in our recent work.27 The laser
temporal profile is shaped into a uniform “box-shape” intensity as
shown in Fig. 1(b). We control the pulse duration and vary it in the
range 10–32 ns using a series of Pockels cells. We similarly control the
spatial profile by scanning along the propagation of the laser beam and
implementing various imaging configurations. The spatial radial aver-
age of the beam profile at the tin target is shown in Fig. 1(c) for two
flat-top beam diameters of 67 and 144lm. Shown also in Figs. 1(b)
and 1(c) are the Gaussian beam profiles as studied in previous work,18

to be compared to the here-studied flat-top cases. The spatial profiles
are shown in detail in Figs. 1(d)–1(f) for the 67lm flat-top, 144lm
flat-top, and 120lmGaussian beam, respectively.

To study the in-band emission, we place calibrated, EUV-
sensitive photodiodes at angles 30�, 41�, 64�, 90�, and 114� with
respect to the laser axis as shown in Fig. 1(a). The combined measure-
ment of the EUV photodiodes results in the anisotropy corrected abso-
lute total emission of EUV light. The conversion efficiency of laser
light energy into 13.5 nm light emitted in the hemisphere toward the
laser is calculated accordingly. The uncertainty in the CE value is cal-
culated considering the uncertainties in the laser energy measurement
(2%), calibrating the EUV photodiodes (6%), and the anisotropic fit
used to extract the emission fraction into 2p (9% systematic uncer-
tainty), as well as accounting for statistical errors. We study emission
spectra in the range 5.5–25nm using a transmission grating spectrom-
eter, which we orient at 60� (cf. Bouza et al.29). We additionally investi-
gate the source emission area by acquiring images of the 13.561% nm
emission using a concave multilayer Mo/Si mirror in combination
with an EUV-sensitive CCD (Greateyes BI UV1). This EUV imaging
system is placed at 90�. Data presented are averages of 100–200 laser
shots.

We observe an increasing CE for increasing target diameters for
three main-pulse cases as shown in Fig. 2(a). The dashed lines are
based on a CE scaling with the geometrical overlap of the main-pulse
laser spatial profile [taken from Fig. 1(c)] with the tin target for the

FIG. 1. (a) Overview of the experimental setup showing 2lm main-pulse impacting
preformed tin targets. Five diodes are placed at angles 30�, 41�, 64�, 90�, and
114� with respect to the laser axis. EUV spectra are measured using a transmission
grating spectrometer positioned at 60�. EUV emission profiles are imaged using a
concave multi-layer mirror imaging system at 90�. For three different main-pulse
diameter cases of 67 lm flat-top ( ), 144lm flat-top ( ), and 120 lm Gaussian
( ), we show (b) the laser temporal profiles where a shorter pulse duration of
67 lm flat-top ( ) case is also presented, and (c) angularly averaged laser radial
profiles and (d)–(f) showing the respective spatial intensity profiles.

FIG. 2. (a) Scaling of CE with tin target diameter for three different main-pulse laser
cases of 67 lm flat-top ( ), 144 lm flat-top ( ), and 120 lm Gaussian ( ). The
dashed lines indicate the fit of the geometrical overlap of the beam and target
areas. (b) Scaling of CE with energy enclosed within the flat-top ( ) main-pulse
beam’s spatial FWHM. The dashed line is a trendline fit to the data.
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three cases, with the amplitude as a free fit parameter following the
approach of Schupp et al.18 We offset the geometrical overlap function
along the x-axis by a common 21lm [number taken from Fig. 4(c),
consistent with simulations13] to account for plasma expansion, which
enlarges the area where the beam is absorbed13,17 for pulse durations
beyond several nanoseconds.18,30 These simple model curves closely
match the experimental data. For the flat-top cases, the CE plateaus
but at target diameters larger than the beam, as may be expected given
that part of the laser energy is situated outside of the area set by the
flat-top diameter. Figure 2(a) shows that flat-top pulses result in higher
conversion efficiencies than the Gaussian one. This difference is
attributed to the uniform heating of the LPP, resulting in a uniform
temperature and emission within the 13.5 nm band across the plasma.
Non-uniform illumination may overheat and underheat areas of the
plasma, resulting in unwanted out-of-band emission.31 Underheated
plasma regions may, moreover, lead to additional self-absorp-
tion.16,31,32 We note that there is no difference in the maximum
obtained CE comparing the 67 and 144lm flat-top cases. Schupp
et al.26 found that enlarging beam size negatively impacted CE when
using 1lm drive laser pulse due to increasing optical depth, in contrast
with the current findings. This contrast is indicative of the lower
plasma densities, and optical depth, of the 2lm case leading to less
self-absorption of the produced EUV light.16

Having understood the difference in obtainable CE between
flat-top and Gaussian pulses in terms of illumination homogeneity,
we next study the influence of beam intensity uniformity on the
maximum CE. As a simple metric of uniformity, we use the energy
enclosed within the 50% intensity contour of the spatial beam pro-
file, denoted Eencl. Figure 2(b) shows optimal CEs under various

Eencl illumination cases, maintaining constant average intensity as
is verified by comparing the emission spectra.17 The movement of
the laser focusing lens enables scaling the beam spot size, moving
from near-focusing conditions to and beyond the image plane
[beam spot sizes can be found in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. We observe a
clear upward trend of CE with Eencl, indicating CE values beyond
5% may be achieved for perfectly uniform illumination. The high-
est conversion efficiency we observed within the studies contained
in this paper is 5.0%6 0.6% when optimizing all parameters at
optimum beam quality. We note that the Gaussian pulse case
(Eencl ¼ 50%) undershoots the trend as expected from the afore-
mentioned over- and underheating associated with the Gaussian
profile, leading to significant self-absorption and out-of-band
reemission.16

Having achieved CE values competitive with state-of-the-art
CO2-laser-driven industrial EUV light sources,4,9 we next focus on
scaling toward higher EUV pulse energies while maintaining high CE.
For nanolithographic applications, EUV emitting plasmas typically
emit several 10 mJ of in-band radiation.4,9 To achieve similar emission
energies, we investigate the output EUV energy scaling with respect to
three laser parameters: spot diameter on tin target (ØL), intensity (I),
and pulse duration (sL). Target size is maintained much larger than
the beam size, guaranteeing complete geometric overlap. In Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b), we show the scaling of CE and forward emitted in-band
energy with laser spot diameter, respectively, for a 23ns main-pulse
duration. The spot diameters are averaged over the major and minor
axes of the 50% intensity contour. The CE is observed to increase at
laser diameters of �70lm, which is a reflection of the higher enclosed
energies of the larger beams close to the imaging plane. Experimental

FIG. 3. Scaling of emitted EUV energy for tin targets that are much larger than the beam size. (a) The CE obtained for different laser beam spot sizes for 23 ns ( ) and 32 ns
( ) pulse durations. (b) The total emitted in-band EUV energy, in the hemisphere toward the laser, of the LPP as a function of the laser spot size. The gray dashed line indi-
cates the �Ø2

L scaling (see main text). (c) EUV spectra in the range 5.5–25 nm for three different laser spot sizes under optimum intensity. (d) CE as a function of laser intensity
for two pulse durations: 11 ( ) and 23 ns ( ) for a 67 lm beam diameter. (e) Total in-band energy for the two pulse duration cases under different illumination intensities. (f)
EUV spectra for the 23 ns pulse duration case for three different laser intensities.
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beam quality limitations result in different Eencl for smaller beams and
a resulting lower CE as previously discussed. The in-band energy emis-
sion scales approximately with the illumination area, i.e., as �Ø2

L,
reaching a value of 12.5 mJ for a 32ns with 144lm diameter. The
spectra for three different beam diameters of 23ns flat-top illumina-
tion at optimum intensity are shown in Fig. 3(c). We observe only
minute differences in the spectra, which implies similar plasma opacity
profiles and underlying plasma conditions such as temperature and
density. This similarity in spectral emission across larger beam sizes is
a result of optically thin plasma generation by 2lm laser systems16

and allows for scaling the beam size without a loss in CE in this range.
In Fig. 3(d), the variation of CE with laser intensity is shown for

two pulse duration cases of 11 and 23ns, employing a 67lm diameter
beam. The two pulse durations result in a similar CE profile across a
range of intensities, with their optimum at 0.7�1011 W=cm2. This
value matches similarly established optimum intensities for solid and
liquid tin targets.16,17 We note the slow decrease in CE with increasing
laser intensity due to the slowly varying charge state with increasing
temperature.33 Such dependencies further allow for increasing in-band
energy by increasing laser energy without significantly reducing CE.
This possibility matches simulations under simplified conditions
(without considering, e.g., target preshaping) in previous work.13 The
scaling of the in-band energy with laser intensity is shown in Fig. 3(e).
It is immediately clear that given the similarity in CEs in Fig. 3(d), the
in-band energy scales linearly with laser pulse duration. Laser intensity
changes lead to differences in emission spectra as shown for under-
heated, optimally heated, and overheated plasmas in Fig. 3(f).
Although lower-than-optimum intensities underheating the tin plasma
result in a broad spectrum, we observe small differences between the
optimum and overheated spectra around the 13.5 nm regime. Major
differences are only observed in the 6–10nm range, which reflects
information on the plasma ionic charge state composition and corre-
spondingly, the plasma temperature.34

We have thus created efficient, high energy, EUV emitting plas-
mas driven by 2lm laser light and investigated the potential for fur-
ther scaling of in-band energies. With careful control of the tin target,
larger uniform-intensity laser profiles coupled with longer pulse dura-
tions and higher intensities, within the studied range, would provide
even higher in-band energy emissions at high efficiency to power the
nanolithographic process.

Given the importance of the emission source size for the litho-
graphic process, we next study the source size in the radial (̂r) and
propagation directions (ẑ) of the laser beam as a result of scaling the
in-band energy. For this purpose, images of the EUV emitting area are
acquired at 90� [see Fig. 1(a)] and shown in Fig. 4(a) for a high CE
case of a 67lm diameter beam at optimum intensity with tin targets
larger that the beam. The main-pulse laser propagates from left to right
impacting the target (not visible). Similarly, for a high in-band energy
emitting source (32 ns, 144lm), an image of the significantly larger
EUV emission area is shown in Fig. 4(b). In Fig. 4(c), we systematically
study the source size as determined from its full width at 20% of maxi-
mum intensity along each (̂r ; ẑ) axis independently using the same
data underlying Fig. 3. The 20% contour is chosen such that all
reported sizes enclose a significant (>75%) fraction of the total emis-
sion energy. As expected, we observe that the source diameter increases
with increasing laser spot size.25 The gray line represents a linear fit to
the data trend, with an offset of 21lm attributed to plasma expansion.

The trend indicates a scale invariance of the emission, with a slope (of
approximately 2:8�) attributed to the fact that (i) plasma is heated
(through conduction but mostly via radiation transport13) well outside
the laser absorption area and that (ii) significant laser energy is depos-
ited outside [cf. Fig. 2(b)] of the area defining Eencl, while (iii) the defi-
nitions of size of the (x, y) axes strongly differ—reducing the ØEUV

threshold to 50% is in fact found to reduce the fit slope to 1.5–2.
Related to the above argument (ii), we indeed observe a notable down-
ward deviation from the trend for the optimum CE case, due to a high
Eencl reducing the energy deposited outside ØL. Here, we find that
maximizing CE through Eencl goes hand-in-hand with reducing emis-
sion source size.

We further examine the source size dependency on drive laser
intensity for a spot size of 67lm in Fig. 4(d). Higher intensities are
observed to generate larger sources, similar to previous work,35 pri-
marily due to higher induced temperatures and charge states within
the plasma, and increased plasma expansion rate—pushing the critical
surface outward.13 The EUV emission size correspondingly increases.
The observed increase is a complex function incorporating also the

FIG. 4. Scaling of EUV source size (measured at 90�) with laser diameter and
intensity. (a) Image of the EUV emission area for a maximum CE¼ 5.0% case.
The laser propagates along the þẑ direction. (b) Image of the EUV emission area
for high in-band emission (12.2 mJ). (c) Plasma source size ØEUV as calculated
by its full width at 20% of the maximum intensity along the r̂ ( ) and ẑ ( ) direc-
tions as a function of laser spot size ØL. All data points are acquired at a laser
intensity of 0.7�1011 W=cm2. The gray dashed line indicates a trendline fit to the
data. Data entries corresponding to the images in panels (a) and (b) are indicated.
(d) Source size of a 67 lm laser beam with different intensities in the range
0.3–2�1011 W=cm2. Inset of (d) shows the scaling of source size with pulse
duration in the range 10–23 ns. All the above-mentioned source sizes enclose
� 75% of the EUV emission energy.
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dependence of the EUV image on the CE [cf. Fig. 3(d)]. The inset to
Fig. 4(d) shows the varying sizes with laser pulse durations under opti-
mum intensity and beam diameters. We note that there is a much
lower sensitivity of the source size with laser pulse duration. In fact,
the multiplication Ør�Øz, yielding the emission area, is nearly inde-
pendent of pulse length, allowing longer pulses and, thus, enabling
higher in-band energy emission without significantly increasing the
source size.

All presented source sizes match typically reported etendues.10,14

For example, an etendue of 3.3mm2sr (number taken from Refs. 10
and 11) for a collector covering 5.5 sr of the forward hemisphere10,11

may be efficiently matched to a source size below approximately
6002 lm2, assuming isotropic hemispherical emission. Of course, this
view represents a strong simplification of the complex beam transport
through the optical column through which EUV light is guided onto
the wafer.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated highly efficient in-band
EUV production from 2lm-laser-generated plasma, obtaining a peak
5% conversion efficiency competitive with the industrial CO2-gas-laser
powered state-of-the-art. Combined with the benefits of solid-state
laser technology currently under development, in particular, with its
promise of much larger (up to �20%, see Refs. 21 and 36) wall-plug
efficiency, and laser pulse energy and power scalability,15,36 our find-
ings make 2lm-LPP a particularly promising candidate to power
future EUV nanolithography machines. We further show the possibil-
ity to scale the extreme ultraviolet light emission toward high energies
by studying output in-band energy scaling with laser spot size, inten-
sity, and pulse duration. High in-band EUV energies of up to 12.5 mJ
have been achieved, with scope for further scaling, while maintaining
small emission source sizes match typical etendues of the EUV optics
column. Further studies are required to optimize tin-target delivery,
minimizing “debris” generation,10,37 including investigating the poten-
tial of further simplifying the plasma formation process.
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